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O ye who believe! fulfil (all) obligations. Lawful unto you (for food) are all four-footed animals, with the 

exceptions named: But animals of the chase are forbidden while ye are in the sacred precincts or in 

pilgrim garb: for Allah doth command according to His will and plan. 

Q1.Which command mention in this Qur’anic verse? 

              Full filling the contracts 

2.Where was this surah reveled? 

          Madinah 
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Q 2.Write (T) in the blank next to the true sentences and  (F) in the blank to the 

 false statement:                                                                                   

1. Shura means asking opinion leaders to express their different opinions order to reach the best 

opinion. ( T ) 

2. The prophet (PBUH) never consulted with anyone. ( F ) 

3. The qualities of consultants depend on the subject of consultation. ( T ) 

4. Equity is one of the great principles in Islam. ( T ) 

5. Types of financial contracts in Islam are four. ( F ) 

6. There is a difference between man and women in establishing contracting legal capacity. (  F ) 

7. Manners of dialogue mean the etiquettes of conversation with others. ( T ) 

8. The Muslims is the one from whose tongue and hands the Muslims are safe. ( T ) 

9. Mutawatir and ahad hadith are same.( F ) 

1o.The classification and arrangement of hadith help advances studied. ( T ) 

Q3. Answer the following questions: 

1. Mention the elements of contracts. 

1. Forms of contract (Writing, gesture or act) 

2. The two contracting parties 

3. Subject of contract 

2. Write the types of financial contracts in Islam. 

1.  First Consideration (according to sharia). 

1. Legal contracts. 

2. Illegal contracts. 

3. The second consideration (according to purpose) 

Contracts are divided in accordance with their purposes into: Exchange, pledges and security 
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3. Features of contracts in Islam. 

1. Flexible and compatible with the spirits of our age. 

2. Regulated by ethical and faithful values. 

3. Fulfilling the need of soiety. 

4. They must be enforced. 

4. Complete the following table: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some of the interlocutor qualities: 

1. Consistency of his words with the rulings 

of Sharia (Islamic law) 

2. Show flexibility 

3.Avoid anger and emotion 

4. Maintain friendly facial expression 

 

The meaning of dialogue: 

Exchange the ides between two parties. 

 

       The Dialogue 

Some of the dialogue deficiencies: 

1. Low language of dialogue 

2. Making prejudgment 

3. Mixing between the topic and the 

person fear. 

Some of the manners of listening: 

1. Good listening. 

2. Facing the speaker while listening. 

3. Interest and seriousness. 
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5. Explain Mutawatir and Ahaad hadith? 

Mutawatir hadith: Reported by such a large number of people that they cannot be expected to 
agree upon a lie in each generation of narrator. 

Ahaad hadith: Is a hadith which is narrated by reporters whose number in each generation of 
narrators does not reach that of the mutawatir.  

6. Divisions of hadith: 

1. Mutawatir (Mass Transmitted) 

2. Ahaad (isolated) 

 

7. Differentiate between mutawatir and ahaad hadiths according to the table below: 

 

Aspects of comparison Mutawatir hadiths Ahaad hadiths 

Similarities  

 

 

 

Large no of reporters Repoted by three or more in 

each generation in the Isnad 

Differences 

 

 

 

 

 

Whose number in each 

generation of narrators does 

not reach that of the 

mutawatir 

 

 

 

8. Encircle the number of the correct answer: 

1. A great number is a condition to authenticate a mutawatir hadith is free of: 

   1. Lies                                             2.Mistake 

  2. Lies and mistakes                       4. Lies or mistakes 
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2. The relationship between ahaad hadiths and mash’hur hadiths: 

  1. Every ahaad hadiths is mash’hur              2. Every mash’hur hadith is an ahaad hadith 

  3. Ahaad hadiths are of the mash’hur type of hadith 

  4. Mash’hur and ahaad hadiths have the same conditions. 

 

9. Complete the following: 

                                                             Shura in Islam 

Concept Asking for opinion 

Domains Economic, political and social 

Forms Islam has not identified a particular from of Shura and left each society to 

decide. One of the modern contemporary forms is the federal National Council in 

the UAE, or the parliament, or the copulative Council. 

Qualities of consultants Sincerity and honesty, knowledge 

Benefits Positive participation ,  discovering existing energies and talents 

 

 

10. Complete the following: 

Equity means:  

To give others what is due to them just the way you love to take from them. 

Some effects of equity on society 

 

Some effects of equity on society: 

 Security, stability as well as its values and achievements. 

 

Benefits of equity: 

1. Spreading confidence between people 

2. Preserving and maintaining rights 
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11. Explain the meaning of these terms: 

               Terms                                              Meaning 

The five conditions of hadith Five conditions which have to be met if a hadith is to be considered sahih 

 

Conditions of sahih(authentic) 

hadith  

Al-Adl(just), Ad-Daabit, al-itisal(continuity), free of ‘lll ah(defect), 

Free of Shuzud (irregularity)  

AL-Adl A reporter must be just, i.e. fair in his religiosity, not a wicked person 

Ad-Daabit(precision) A hadith should be absolutely precise so as not to make a mistake in 

learning or performance 

Al-itisal(continuity) The sanad (chain of reporters) must be continuous narrated y a disciple on 

the authority of his Sheikh 

Without a ‘lllah(defect) Free of defect undermining its sanad or matn (text) 

Not shadh(irregular) A trustworthy narrator should not differ with those who are more 

trustworthy than him. 

 


